Standard

1000

3600 W

Extended

7200 W

PROJECTOR

1500

Standard

Extended

• Fully horn-loaded system comprising four
subwoofers and two mid/high units
• 12"/2" mid/high unit with 2x 300-watt RMS
power amp and opto-limiter
• 18" sub with 600-watt RMS power amp with
DynaClip™
• 3-way active circuitry with OFR™ technology
• Flyable mid/high units with selector for
Medium-Throw and Long-Throw equalization
• Locking PowerCon mains connector

An optional PROJECTOR
Tilt Unit is available to
better align mid/high units
towards the audience. Tilt
angles of 5°, 10° and 15° may
be selected.

All PROJECTOR
components are equipped
with 80 mm casters for
effortless transport.
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PROJECTOR

Transparent Sound Projection, all the Way to the Last Row
The perfect rig for playing successful gigs in
tents, halls, and open-air events, PROJECTOR
weds audio expertise gained with big touring rigs
to the advantages of HK Audio active systems.
Brawny enough for big bass sounds yet ultraresponsive for rendering fine dynamic details,
four horn-loaded 18" subwoofers with 600 watts
RMS each pack a mighty low-end punch, even
over longer distances. Courtesy of a 12" speaker
and 2" driver combination, the horn-loaded mid/

high unit ensures complex signals remain clean
and articulate all the way to the back row. A truly
professional tool, PROJECTOR sports classy details
such as rugged 18-mm birch plywood housings,
PowerCon mains sockets, and Aeroquip flight tracks
on the mid/high units. Compact housings furnished
with rugged 80-mm casters make the system easy
to roll and a pleasure to set up.

PROJECTOR Mid-High Unit

PROJECTOR Sub 2

PROJECTOR Sub 1

The fully horn-loaded mid/high unit is
equipped with a 12" HK Audio speaker
and a coaxially arrayed 2" compression
driver feeding a 60° x 40° CD horn. The
bi-amped power amp delivers 2x 300 watts
output. The speaker’s coaxial array creates
a tightly focused sound source providing
the best prerequisites for precise directivity
and accurately detailed resolution. The
mid/high unit ships with TÜV-certified
Aeroquip flight tracks enabling the
enclosure to be flown with utmost safety.

Packing the powerful punch of a hornloaded 18" woofer, every PROJECTOR
subwoofer delivers considerable low-end
sound pressure, even across greater
throw distances. The integrated 600watt RMS amplifier with DynaClip™
Limiter and active crossover OFR™
circuitry dishes up plenty of power and
headroom. Though the subwoofers are
identical in all other respects, Sub 2 is
constructed as a mirror image of Sub 1
to form a large low-frequency horn
together.

Sub 1 is constructed as a mirror image
of Sub 2 to form a large low-frequency
horn together. And that
spells even greater
bottom-end sound
pressure and
throw range.
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